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Abstract22

This study reveals that haze pollution (HP) over the North China Plain (NCP) in23

winter can persist to following spring during most years. The persistence of HPNCP is24

attributed to maintenance of an anticyclonic anomaly (AA) over northeast Asia and25

southerly wind anomalies over the NCP. Southerly wind anomalies over the NCP26

reduce surface wind speed and increase relative humidity, which are conducive to27

above-normal HPNCP both in winter and spring. However, there exist several years28

when above-normal HPNCP in winter are followed by below-normal HPNCP in the29

following spring. The reversed HPNCP in winter and spring in these years is due to the30

inverted atmospheric anomalies over northeast Asia. In particular, AA over northeast31

Asia in winter is replaced by a cyclonic anomaly (CA) in the following spring. The32

resultant spring northerly wind anomalies over NCP are conducive to below-normal33

HPNCP. These two distinctive evolutions of HPNCP and atmospheric anomalies over34

northeast Asia from winter to spring are attributed to the different evolutions of sea35

surface temperature anomalies (SSTA) in the North Atlantic. In the persistent years,36

warm North Atlantic SSTA in winter maintains to following spring via positive air-sea37

interaction process and induces a negative spring North Atlantic Oscillation38

(NAO)-like pattern, which contributes to the AA over northeast Asia via atmospheric39

wave train. By contrast, in the reverse years, cold SSTA in the North Atlantic is40

maintained from winter to spring, which induces a positive spring NAO-like pattern41

and leads to CA over northeast Asia via atmospheric wave train. Hence, this study42

improves our understanding of the characteristic of haze pollution evolution from43
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winter to the following spring, and suggests the potential role of North Atlantic SSTA44

to be served as an important preceding signal for haze pollution prediction by45

one-season ahead over the North China Plain.46

Keywords: Evolution of Haze pollution; North China Plain; North Atlantic sea47

surface temperature; North Atlantic Oscillation; Atmospheric circulation48
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1. Introduction51

Haze pollution has become a serious air quality issue in China accompanying the52

rapid urbanization and fast economic development (e.g. Ding and Liu 2004; Wang53

and Chen 2016; Zhang et al. 2018). It has been well recognized that the occurrence of54

haze pollution events can exert substantial impacts on the human health, air55

transportation, ground traffic, agriculture production, and regional climate change (e.g.56

Koren et al. 2012; Zhang and Crooks 2012; Fu et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014a, 2014b;57

Wu et al. 2016; Tie et al. 2016; Cohen et al. 2017; Guo et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018;58

Lu et al. 2019). For example, Cohen et al. (2017) reported that near 4.2 million59

premature deaths in the world in 2015 were attributed to the overexposure of PM2.5.60

In addition, haze pollution is suggested to result in a decrease of about 1.2%-3.8% of61

the annual Gross National Product (GNP, Zhang and Crooks 2012). Furthermore,62

increasing concentration of anthropogenic aerosol, which is related to the enhanced63

haze pollution, could exert significant impacts on the atmospheric circulation and64

regional precipitation change (Koren et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2014a). Considering the65

notable impacts of haze pollution, it is of great scientific importance to improve our66

understanding of the factors contributing to haze pollution and the associated67

mechanisms.68

A number of previous studies have investigated the factors responsible for the69

variations of haze pollution in China on multiple timescales. The long-term increasing70

trend of haze pollution in China is generally attributable to the rapid increases in71

anthropogenic emissions (e.g. Che et al. 2009; Ding and Liu 2014; Zhao et al. 2016;72
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Cheng et al. 2019). For example, Zhao et al. (2016) showed that the notable73

increasing trend of haze pollution in winter over eastern China has a close relationship74

with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in China. Several studies suggested that75

changes in the meteorological conditions due to global warming also play a role in the76

long-term trend of haze pollution in China (e.g. Cai et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2017; Ding77

et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2020).78

On the interannual and interdecadal timescales, variations of the haze pollution79

in China are suggested to be mainly controlled by the meteorological conditions. For80

instance, Dang and Liao (2019) reported that the changes of meteorological81

conditions accounted for about 70% of the variation of the annual haze days in the82

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Zhao et al. (2016) suggested that the Pacific Decadal83

Oscillation could exert marked impacts on the interdecadal variation of the haze84

pollution in eastern China via inducing large-scale atmospheric circulation anomalies85

over East Asia. Pacific Decadal Oscillation is the first leading mode of sea surface86

temperature anomalies (SSTA) in the North Pacific on the interdecadal timescale87

(Mantua et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 1997; Duan et al. 2013). Xiao et al. (2014) showed88

that the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation modulates haze pollution in China via89

triggering atmospheric wave train over Eurasia. Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation is90

the dominant mode of SSTA in the North Atlantic on the multidecadal timescale (Kerr91

2000). Compared to the interdecadal variation, much more studies have examined the92

factors for the interannual variation of haze pollution in China, mainly concentrating93

on boreal winter. It is shown that interannual variation of haze pollution in eastern94
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China can be impacted by the Arctic Oscillation (Yin et al. 2015), East Asian winter95

Monsoon (Li et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2020), El Niño-Southern Oscillation (Guo and Li96

2015; Chang et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017; Li et al. 2017; He et al. 2019), North Atlantic97

SSTA (Xiao et al. 2014), Arctic sea ice (Wang et al. 2015; Yin and Wang 2017),98

Eurasian snow cover (Yin and Wang 2018), and the East Atlantic-Western Russian99

(EAWR) teleconnection pattern (Yin and Wang 2017; Chen et al. 2020). A recent100

study has examined the factors modulating the interannual variation of springtime101

haze pollution in the North China Plain Region (NCPR) (Chen et al. 2019). Note that102

NCPR is one of the most important regions in China with very dense population, large103

traffic activities and highly developed economy. In addition, NCPR is also the most104

polluted region in China (Yin et al. 2015). It is indicated that North Atlantic SSTA and105

the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO, the first leading mode of interannual106

atmospheric variability over the North Atlantic region; Hurrell 1995) play important107

roles in determining the haze pollution over NCPR via modulating atmospheric108

circulation anomalies over northeast Asia through triggering atmospheric wave train109

extending from North Atlantic across Europe to East Asia (Chen et al. 2019).110

However, Chen et al. (2019) mainly focused on investigating the physical mechanism111

and was limited to one season of spring. Although there are many previous studies112

investigating the interannual variations of haze pollution over the NCPR, they mainly113

separate winter and spring independently. However, impacts of haze pollution may114

depend strongly on the time period of seasonal persistence. Hence, an important115

question is raised: whether there exists a relation between interannual variation of116
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haze pollution over the NCPR in winter and following spring? In particular, could the117

wintertime haze pollution maintain from winter to the following spring? If so, what118

are the plausible factors contributing to the across-season persistence of haze119

pollution over the NCPR from winter to succedent spring? Understanding the120

evolution features of the haze pollution from winter to spring and the associated121

mechanisms would have important implications for the seasonal prediction of haze122

pollution over the NCPR. In this study, the issues raised above will be investigated123

and addressed.124

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data125

and methods used in this study. Section 3 examines relation of interannual variations126

between winter and spring haze pollution over the NCPR, and compares the two127

distinct types of haze evolutions found in this paper. Section 4 examines the factors128

responsible for the different evolutions of haze pollution over NCPR from winter to129

the following spring. Summary and discussion are provided in section 5.130

131

2. Data and methods132

2.1 Data133

Monthly mean horizontal winds, geopotential height, relative humidity, surface134

wind speed, surface heat fluxes are obtained from the National Centers for135

Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR)136

reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996;137

https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.html), which are available from138
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January 1948 to the present. Surface heat fluxes are the sum of the surface latent and139

sensible heat fluxes, surface shortwave and longwave radiations. Atmospheric data140

from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis have a horizontal resolution of 2.5°×2.5° in the141

longitude-latitude grids, while surface heat fluxes are on T62 Gaussian grids. Monthly142

mean SST data are derived from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric143

Administration (NOAA) Extended Reconstructed SST version 5 (ERSSTV5) from144

January 1854 to the present (Huang et al. 2017;145

https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.noaa.ersst.v5.html), with a horizontal resolution146

of 2°×2° in the longitude-latitude grids. Atmospheric teleconnection indices,147

including the EAWR index and NAO index, are provided by the NOAA Climate148

Prediction Center (https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/).149

Surface data of visibility and relative humidity observed at 748 meteorological150

stations are extracted from the National Meteorological Information Center of China151

from 1979 to 2012. These meteorological observations are measured daily at 0200,152

0800, 1400 and 2000 Beijing time (UTC+8). Following previous studies (Guo et al.153

2017; Chen et al. 2019, 2020), a series of quality control techniques are applied to this154

meteorological data to ensure its quality and consistency. In particular, we exclude the155

observation station if it contains any missing values throughout the whole analysis156

period. In addition, the data has been removed when precipitation, snow events, and157

dust storms occurred. After the above quality control, there remain 218 stations over158

Eastern China (Fig. 1a). Furthermore, following previous studies (Che et al. 2009;159

Guo et al. 2017, Chen et al. 2019; 2020), we only use the data at 1400 Beijing time, as160
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this time may be the most representative of the daily visibility compared to other161

times. It should be mentioned that the atmospheric visibility, which is traditionally162

measured by human visual observation, starts to be determined by the automatic163

visibility instruments since the year 2014. Due to the changes of the observation164

methods, large uncertainties have emerged due to the issues of heterogeneity as165

reported by Li et al. (2018). Thus, this study does not employ the visibility data after166

the 2014.167

Long-term trends of all variables have been removed to avoid the impact of the168

global warming signal and to focus on the interannual variation of haze pollution.169

Anomalies are calculated by subtracting the monthly climatology from the original170

data. Significance levels of correlation coefficient and composite differences are171

estimated based on the two-tailed Student’s t test.172

173

2.2 Dry Extinction coefficient of aerosol174

As in previous studies (Li et al. 2018; Guo et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2019, 2020),175

this study employs the dry extinction coefficient (DECC) of aerosol to represent the176

haze pollution. The DECC is defined based on the Koschmieder relationship177

(Koschmieder 1926):178

dryVis
KDECC  (1)179

where K is equal to 3.912, Visdry indicates atmospheric visibility after removing the180

effect of relative humidity. It is noted that atmospheric visibility is not only impacted181

by the dry particles, but also affected by the amount of water uptake. For instance,182
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high humidity associated with fog could lead to reduction of atmospheric visibility.183

Previous studies suggested that the visibility needs to be corrected in the presence of a184

relative humidity ranging from 40 to 90% (e.g. Rosenfeld et al. 2007), which is185

expressed as follows:186

 RH
VisVis obs

dry 


100log4285.026.0
(2)187

where Visobs indicates the observed visibility. Note that all visibility data are discarded188

when the relative humidity (RH) is higher than 90% to remove the influence of fog189

events, non-linear aerosol and water interactions (Craig and Faulkenberry 1979; Guo190

et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2019, 2020).191

192

2.3 Wave activity flux193

We use the wave activity flux defined by Takaya and Nakamura (2001) to194

examine the stationary Rossby wave propagation, which can be expressed as follows:195

� � �
2 �

� ��2 � ����� � � � ���� � �����

� � ���� � ����� � � ��2 � �����
�����
�2��

� ���� � ����� � � � ���� � �����
(3)196

where � � ��� is the climatological wind vector. � � ����� denotes geostrophic197

winds anomalies. �� is geostrophic stream function anomalies. oH , p , and198

N represent scale height, pressure normalized by 1000-hPa, and Brunt-Vaisala199

frequency, respectively. aR , 'T , and of denote gas constant of the dry air, air200

temperature anomalies, and the Coriolis parameter at 45°N, respectively. Subscripts x201

and y are the derivatives in the zonal and meridional directions, respectively.202

Climatological mean is calculated over the 1980–2010 period.203
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204

2.4 Barotropic model205

The present study employs a linear barotropic model to investigate the role of the206

SST anomalies (SSTA) over the subtropical and tropical North Atlantic in triggering207

atmospheric Rossby wave train over mid-high latitudes of Eurasia. Previous studies208

have demonstrated that cold (warm) SSTA in the subtropical and tropical regions are209

able to induce convergence (divergence) anomalies at the upper-troposphere that act210

as effective sources of atmospheric stationary Rossby wave (Hodson et al. 2010;211

Watanabe 2004; Zuo et al. 2013; Wu et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2016, 2020). Based on a212

simple barotropic vorticity equation (Watanabe 2004; Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988;213

Chen et al. 2020), the barotropic model is established by:214

    ''6'22''2'2 ,, SfJJt   (4)215

where ' and  are the perturbation stream function and basic state stream216

function, respectively. f and J represent the Coriolis parameter and Jacobian217

operator, respectively. 'S represents the vorticity source generated by the atmospheric218

divergence. The barotropic model consists a biharmonic diffusion and a linear219

damping that indicate the Rayleigh friction. Note that solution of the above Equation220

associated with the barotropic model is determined by the vorticity perturbation ( 'S )221

and the basic state. In the present analysis, the basic state is chosen at the 300-hPa222

level over 1979-2010 using the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis data. O’Reilly et al. (2018)223

reported that results of the barotropic model experiments are insensitive to the basic224

states chosen from the upper troposphere (e.g., from 350-hPa to 200-hPa). It should225
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be mentioned that the basic state is chosen from the upper troposphere because the226

strongest convergence/divergence anomalies generated by the tropical and subtropical227

SST cooling/warming tend to be observed at the upper troposphere (e.g., Sun et al.228

2015; Krishnamurti et al. 2013; O’Reilly et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2020).229

230

Figure 1. (a) Geographical locations of the meteorological stations (denoted by dots)231

in China. Red dots represent the meteorological stations in the NCPR. (b)232

Standardized time series of the NDI in winter (December-January-February-mean,233

D(0)JF(1) for short) and its following spring (March-April-May-mean, MAM(1) for234

short) over 1980-2010.235

3. Connection of haze pollution over NCPR in winter and spring236

Following previous analyses (Yin and Wang 2016; Chen et al. 2019, 2020), the237
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NCPR corresponds to the region spanning 34°–43°N, 114°–120°E (Fig. 1a). Slight238

changes of the region to represent NCPR don't affect the main results of this study.239

Figure 1a shows that there are a total of 28 meteorological observational stations in240

the NCPR (red dots in the box). As in previous studies (Yin and Wang 2016; Chen et241

al. 2019, 2020), this analysis defines a NCPR DECC index (NDI for short) by242

averaging the DECC anomalies over the above 28 stations to describe variation of243

haze pollution over the NCPR (Fig. 1b). We have examined the first Empirical244

Orthogonal Function mode (EOF1) of interannual variations of DECC over the NCPR245

in winter and spring (Figs. 2a and 2b). Spatial patterns of the EOF1 in winter and246

spring are featured by same-sign DECC anomalies over the NCPR, except for small247

patch of regions (Figs. 2a and 2b). In addition, the correlation coefficient between the248

principal component (PC) time series corresponding to the EOF1 of winter DECC249

anomalies (Fig. 2c, red curve) and the winter NDI (Fig. 1b, red curve ) is as high as250

0.86, significant at the 99.9% confidence level. Similarly, the correlation coefficient251

between the PC1 time series of the spring DECC anomalies (Fig. 2c, blue curve) and252

the spring NDI (Fig. 1b, blue curve ) reaches 0.93. Above evidences suggest that the253

28 stations in the NCPR can generally be considered as whole.254

The correlation coefficient between the winter and spring NDI over 1980–2011255

is 0.30, exceeding the 90% confidence level according to the two-tailed Student’s t256

test. Note that we have also employed the Monte Carlo method to evaluate the257

robustness of the winter-spring Haze connection by constructing 10,000 random258

realizations of spring haze time series. The correlation coefficient with permutation of259
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90% (95%) confidence is about 0.23 (0.3). Therefore, the Monte Carlo permutation260

tests demonstrate that the linkage between the winter and spring haze can pass the261

95% confidence level. From Fig.1b, 20 out of 32 years with positive or negative262

winter Haze pollution anomalies are followed by same-sign anomalies of Haze263

pollution in the following spring over the North China Plain (Fig. 1b). This indicates264

that the portion is about 62.5% for the persistent relationship between the winter and265

spring haze. In particular, most of the positive (negative) values of winter NDI are266

followed by extremely large (small) values of the spring NDI (for example, years in267

1980, 1985, 1986, etc.). Above evidences collectively suggest a close in-phase268

variation of the haze pollution in winter and the following spring. In particular, if haze269

pollution in winter is less (more) serious over the NCPR, air condition over the NCPR270

in the following spring also tends to be better (worse) than normal.271

272
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Figure 2. The first EOF mode (EOF1) of interannual anomalies of DECC in (a)273

winter and (b) spring over the NCPR (i.e. 34°-43°N and 114°-120°E) for the period of274

1979-2010. (c) The corresponding PC time series of EOF1 of interannual anomalies275

of DECC in winter (red curve) and spring (blue curve). The green dots in (a-b)276

indicate the stations in the NCPR.277

Table 1. Lists of the persistent and reverse years.278

Persistence (11 years) Reverse (9 years)

1980, 1985, 1986, 1993, 1994, 1998,

1999, 2003, 2004, 2008, 2009

1982, 1984, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1992,

1997, 2001, 2002

From Fig. 1b, there also exists several years when values of the winter and279

following spring NDI are strongly opposite, showing out-of-phase variation. In these280

years, large negative (positive) values of winter NDI are followed by large positive281

(negative) spring NDI (Fig. 1b). For instance, in 1984 and 1991, the winter NDIs are282

significantly negative, while the following spring NDIs are significantly positive (Fig.283

1b). In 1982 and 1989, large positive values of winter NDI are followed by large284

negative values of spring NDI (Fig. 1b). In the following, positive (negative) phases285

of the winter and spring NDIs are identified when the normalized NDIs are larger286

(less) than 0.43. Previous studies indicated that value of 43.0 standard deviation287

can separate a time series into three portions (positive and negative phases, and288

normal condition) with nearly the same sample sizes. Note that a use of 5.0±289

standard deviation as the threshold to define anomalous NDI years leads to similar290

results, but with smaller sample sizes. Table 1 presents the years when winter and291

spring NDIs are in-phase and out-of-phase. According to Table 1, there are a total of292
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11 (9) years for the in-phase (out-of-phase). In the following, out-of-phase (in-phase)293

years are called (reverse) persistent years for convenience of descriptions.294

We employ composite analysis to compare evolutions of DECC and atmospheric295

anomalies between the persistent and reverse years. Note that in performing the296

composite analysis, we reversed the anomalies when the winter NDI is negative since,297

to a large extent, the DECC and atmospheric circulation anomalies over the NCPR are298

symmetric between the positive and negative phases of the winter NDI. Hence, the299

descriptions below are corresponding to the positive phases of the winter NDI, but300

also apply to the negative phases except with opposite signs.301

302

Figure 3. Composite anomalies of DECC (unit: km-1) in (a, b) winter and (c, d) spring303

in the (left column) persistent years and the (right column) reverse years. Stippling304
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regions indicate anomalies significant at the 5% level.305

Figure 3 shows composite anomalies of DECC in winter and following spring in306

the persistent and reverse years. For the persistent years, large positive DECC307

anomalies (indicating more serious haze pollution) are seen over the NCPR and308

surrounding regions (Fig. 3a). DECC anomalies in winter over southern China are309

weak, suggesting a weak relation of the haze pollution between northern and southern310

China, consistent with previous studies (e.g. Li et al. 2017; He et al. 2019). Large311

positive DECC anomalies over the NCPR are maintained to the succedent spring with312

comparable amplitude (Figs. 3a and 3c). For the reverse years, large positive DECC313

anomalies also appear over the NCPR in winter (Fig. 3b). However, in the following314

spring, the NCPR and surrounding regions are dominated by significantly negative315

values of DECC (Fig. 3d) (indicating air condition in spring becomes better), which is316

in sharp contrast to that for the persistent years (Fig. 3c).317
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318

Figure 4. Composite anomalies of 850-hPa winds (vectors, unit: m s-1) and319

streamfunction (shadings; unit: 105 m2 s-1) in (a, b) winter and (c, d) spring in the (left320

column) persistent years and the (right column) reverse years. Stippling regions321

indicate streamfunction anomalies that are statistically significant at the 5% level.322

Studies have demonstrated that meteorological conditions related to the323

atmospheric anomalies can explain above 66% of interannual and interdecadal324

variations of haze pollution over most parts of Eastern China (Zhang et al. 2014; Chen325

et al. 2019; He et al. 2019; Dang and Liao 2019; Ma and Zhang 2020). Hence, it is326

expected that different evolutions of the DECC anomalies from winter to following327

spring over the NCPR may be associated with the distinct evolutions of atmospheric328

anomalies. Composite anomalies of winds and streamfunction at 850hPa in winter and329

following spring for the persistent and reverse years are shown in Fig. 4. In the330
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persistent years, a significant anticyclonic anomaly is seen over northeast Asia,331

accompanied by strong southerly wind anomalies over NCPR, and northerly wind332

anomalies over mid-latitudes North Pacific (Fig. 4a). In addition, another marked333

anticyclonic anomaly appears over south China sea and Philippine sea, leading to334

strong southerly wind anomalies over southern China (Fig. 4a). The anomalous335

anticyclone over northeast Asia and associated southerly wind anomalies over NCPR336

are maintained to following spring (Fig. 4c).337

For the reverse years, a strong anticyclonic anomaly also exists over northeast338

Asia, but with a southeastward displacement (Fig. 4b) compared to that in the339

persistent years. Note that NCPR is also dominated by strong southerly wind340

anomalies (Fig. 4b). In contrast, the south China sea and Philippine sea are covered by341

an anomalous cyclone, together with northerly wind anomalies over southern China342

(Fig. 4b). Moreover, an anticyclonic anomaly occurs around the Russian Far East,343

accompanied by westerly wind anomalies to the north of Japan (Fig. 4b). In the344

following spring, the pronounced anticyclonic anomaly over northeast Asia and345

associated southerly wind anomalies over the NCPR are replaced by a marked346

cyclonic anomaly and northerly wind anomalies (Fig. 4d).347

Hence, there appears prominent difference in the atmospheric anomalies over348

northeast Asia between the persistent and reverse years. Specifically, in the persistent349

years, the anomalous anticyclone over northeast Asia and southerly wind anomalies350

over NCPR are maintained from winter to following spring. By contrast, in the351

reverse years, the wintertime anticyclonic anomaly is replaced by a cyclonic anomaly352
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over northeast Asia, accompanied by reversal of meridional wind anomalies over353

NCPR from winter to the succedent spring.354

355
Figure 5. Composite anomalies of 850-hPa wind speed (unit: m s-1) in (a, b) winter356

and (c, d) spring in the (left column) persistent years and the (right column) reverse357

years. Stippling regions indicate anomalies that are statistically significant at the 5%358

level.359
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360
Figure 6. Composite anomalies of 850-hPa relative humidity (unit: %) in (a, b) winter361

and (c, d) spring in the (left column) persistent years and the (right column) reverse362

years. Stippling regions indicate anomalies that are statistically significant at the 5%363

level.364

The atmospheric anomalies can impact haze pollution over NCPR in winter and365

spring via modulating surface wind speed, relative humidity and boundary layer366

height (BLH) (e.g. Hang et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2019, 2020; He et al. 2019; Dang and367

Liao 2019; Li et al. 2020). The increase (decrease) in the surface wind speed is (not)368

conducive to horizontal diffusion of pollutants, thus contributing to below (above)369

normal DECC and less (more) serious haze pollution (Chen et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020).370

Increase (decrease) in the BLH tends to favor (suppress) vertical diffusion of pollutant,371
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and thus results in below (above) normal DECC (Zhang et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018).372

Furthermore, large (small) relative humidity is (not) conducive to the generation of373

secondary organic compounds and secondary aerosol species (such as SO42- and NO3-),374

which contribute to more (less) serious haze pollution over NCPR (Yu et al. 2005;375

Hennigan et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020; Ma and Zhang 2020).376

377

Figure 7. Composite anomalies of boundary layer height (BLH, unit: m) in (a, b)378

winter and (c, d) spring in the (left column) persistent years and the (right column)379

reverse years. Stippling regions indicate anomalies that are statistically significant at380

the 5% level.381

Composite anomalies of low-level (850-hPa) wind speed, relative humidity and382

BLH in winter and spring are shown in Figs.5-7, respectively. In winter, low-level383
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wind speed is significantly decreased over the NCPR with a northwestward extension384

to the Lake Baikal and an eastward extension to western North Pacific for both the385

persistent and reverse years (Figs. 5a and 5b). The southerly wind anomalies to the386

western side of the anticyclonic anomaly over northeast Asia (Figs. 4a and 4b) as387

opposite to the climatological northerly winds dominated by East Asian winter388

monsoon (not shown), and lead to decreases in the total wind speed (Figs. 5a and 5b),389

which contributes to more serious haze pollution (Figs. 3a and 3b). In addition,390

southerly winds anomalies tend to bring more water vapor northward from Southern391

Ocean and result in an increase in the relative humidity (Figs. 6a and 6b), which are392

conducive to formation of secondary aerosol species (Yu et al. 2005; Hennigan et al.393

2008; Chen et al. 2019) and contribute to more serious haze pollution over NCPR in394

winter (Figs. 2a and 2b). Moreover, large decrease in the BLH over the NCPR, which395

is associated with the anomalous anticyclone there, also contributes to above normal396

DECC via suppressing the vertical diffusion of pollutant (Figs. 7a and 7b) (Zhang et397

al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018). In the persistent years, sustenance of the anticyclonic398

anomaly over northeast Asia and southerly wind anomalies over NCPR to the399

following spring (Fig. 4c) contributes to above normal DECC in spring (Fig. 3c) via400

reducing surface wind speed and BLH (Figs. 5c and 7c), and increasing relative401

humidity (Fig. 6c). By contrast, in the reverse years, reversal of atmospheric402

anomalies over northeast Asia from anticyclonic anomaly in winter (Fig. 4b) to403

cyclonic anomaly in the following spring (Fig. 4d) results in the inverted DECC404

anomalies over NCPR (Figs. 3b and 3d). In spring, the cyclonic anomaly over405
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northeast Asia increase the low-level total wind speed (Fig. 5d) and BLH (Fig. 7d),406

which are conducive to the horizontal and vertical dispersion of pollutants and407

contribute to a better air condition. Additionally, the anomalous northerly winds (Fig.408

4d) lead to decrease in the relative humidity (Fig. 6d) via carrying colder and drier air409

from higher latitude, suppressing generation of secondary organic compounds and410

secondary aerosol species, and also contributing to mitigation of haze pollution (Fig.411

3d). Above evidences suggest that the distinct evolutions of haze pollution over412

NCPR between the persistent and reverse years are closely related to the different413

evolutions of atmospheric anomalies over northeast Asia.414

Atmospheric anomalies over northeast Asia related to interannual variations of415

haze pollution over NCPR are closely associated with upstream atmospheric wave416

train over North Atlantic and mid-high latitudes Eurasia. Studies have demonstrated417

that atmospheric wave trains originated from North Atlantic across Eurasia to East418

Asia have a strong contribution to interannual variations of haze pollution and climate419

anomalies over North China (Yin and Wang 2016, 2017; Zhao et al. 2019; Chen et al.420

2019, 2020). Composite anomalies of geopotential height at 500-hPa over larger areas421

in winter and succedent spring for the persistent and reverse years are presented in Fig.422

8. To examine the possible sources of the atmospheric wave trains over Eurasia, we423

also present the wave activity fluxes in Fig. 8, which describe propagation directions424

of the atmospheric Rossby waves. Spatial structures of the geopotential height425

anomalies at 850-hPa and 200-hPa (not shown) are highly similar to those at 500-hPa426

in Fig. 8, indicating a vertically barotropic structure of the atmospheric anomalies427
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over mid-high latitudes of North Atlantic and Eurasia.428

429

Figure 8. Composite anomalies of 500-hPa geopotential height (shadings, unit: m)430

and wave activity fluxes (vectors; unit: m2 s-2) in (a, b) winter and (c, d) spring in the431

(left column) persistent years and the (right column) reverse years.432

In the persistent years, an EAWR-like teleconnection pattern is obviously433

observed extending from North Atlantic across Europe to East Asia, with negative434

geopotential height anomalies (corresponding to cyclonic anomalies) over mid-high435

latitudes North Atlantic and central Eurasia, and positive geopotential height436

anomalies (corresponding to anticyclonic anomalies) over west Europe and northeast437

Asia (Fig. 8a). The pattern correlation coefficient between the EAWR-related 500-hPa438

geopotential height anomalies and those in Fig. 8a over the North Atlantic and439

Eurasian regions (i.e. 20°–90°N and 70°W–130°E) reaches 0.65, significant at the440

99.9% confidence level. Hence, in the persistent years, the EAWR teleconnection441

contributes largely to the formation of the anticyclonic anomaly over northeast Asia in442
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winter. In the reverse years, spatial structure of the 500-hPa geopotential height443

anomalies over mid-high latitudes of North Atlantic and Eurasia (Fig. 8b) bears a444

close resemblance to that for the persistent years (Fig. 8a), and also resembles the445

EAWR teleconnection pattern. We have also calculated the pattern correlation446

coefficient between the 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies in Fig. 8b and those447

related to the winter EAWR over the same region of 20°–90°N and 70°W–130°E. The448

pattern correlation coefficient is as high as 0.85, slightly higher than that in the449

persistent years (r=0.65), suggesting that the EAWR teleconnection pattern also has a450

strong contribution to the formation of the wintertime anticyclonic anomaly over451

Northeast Asia and haze pollution over the NCPR in the reverse years. Above results452

are consistent with Yin and Wang (2017) and Chen et al. (2020). Yin and Wang (2017)453

demonstrated that the EAWR teleconnection is the most important atmospheric wave454

train modulating haze pollution over North China. Chen et al. (2020) reported that the455

winter EAWR teleconnection has a stable and strong impact on the interannual456

variation of haze pollution over the NCPR via calculating the running correlation457

coefficients between the winter EAWR index and NDI. Note that there exist several458

differences in the spatial structure of the wintertime EAWR teleconnection between459

the persistent and reverse years (Figs. 8a and 8b). In particular, the center of negative460

geopotential height anomalies over central Eurasia in the persistent years (Fig. 8a) is461

stronger and shifts southward compared to that in the revere years (Fig. 8b). In462

addition, negative geopotential height anomalies over western North Atlantic extend463

more southwestward for the revere years (Figs. 8a and 8b). Differences in the spatial464
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structure of the winter EAWR between the persistent and reverse years may be partly465

due to differences in the background mean circulation (Chen and Wu 2017; Wang et al.466

2019). Detailed investigation of the factors for the changes of the spatial pattern of the467

winter EAWR is out of the scope of this study. Furthermore, it is interesting to note468

that an atmospheric Rossby wave exists over subtropical region propagating along the469

subtropical Jet stream to extend from north Africa across south Asia and then turn470

northeastward to northeast Asia in the reverse years (Fig. 8b). This subtropical wave471

train also has a contribution to the formation of the anticyclonic anomaly over472

Northeast Asia and interannual variation of haze pollution over the NCPR as has been473

indicated by Chen et al. (2020).474

In spring, a negative NAO-like pattern appears over North Atlantic in the475

persistent years, featured by negative geopotential height anomalies around 40°-50°N476

and positive anomalies over 60°-70°N in the persistent years (Fig. 8c). The pattern477

correlation coefficient between the spring NAO-related 500-hPa geopotential height478

anomalies and the composted 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies in Fig. 6c over479

North Atlantic region (30°–80°N and 20°W–60°W) is as high as -0.75. This result is480

consistent with Chen et al. (2019), which indicated that negative (positive) phase of481

the spring NAO contributes to formation of an anomalous anticyclone (cyclone) over482

Northeast Asia and leads to more (less) serious haze pollution over NCPR via483

eastward propagating wave train. However, in the reverse years, there exists a positive484

NAO-like pattern over the North Atlantic (Fig. 8d), which is in sharp contrast to that485

in the persistent years (Fig. 8c). In particular, the pattern correlation between the486
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500-hPa geopotential height anomalies in Fig. 8c and spring NAO-related anomalies487

over 30°–80°N and 20°W–60°W reaches 0.6. As indicated by Chen et al. (2019), the488

spring positive NAO would contribute to below-normal DECC over the NCPR.489

490
Figure 9. (a) Composite anomalies of the EAWR index, wind speed at 850-hPa (4-1 m491

s-1), relative humidity at 850-hPa (%), BLH (101 m), and DECC (10-2 km-1) averaged492

over NCPR in winter for the persistent years (red bars) and the reverse years (blue493

bars). (b) Composite anomalies of the NAO index, wind speed at 850-hPa (m s-1),494

relative humidity at 850-hPa (%), BLH (101 m), and DECC (km-1) averaged over495

NCPR in spring for the persistent years (red bars) and the reverse years (blue bars).496

The distinct evolutions of NCPR-average DECC, surface wind speed, relative497

humidity, the winter EAWR index, and spring NAO index are summarized in Fig. 9.498

In winter, positive phase of the EAWR teleconnection contributes to anticyclonic499
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anomalies over northeast Asia and associated southerly wind anomalies over the500

NCPR, which further lead to positive DECC anomalies both in the persistent and501

reverse years via reducing surface wind speed and BLH, and increasing relative502

humidity (Fig. 9a). In spring, negative (positive) phase of the spring NAO contributes503

to formation of the anomalous anticyclone (cyclone) over northeast Asia, and results504

in positive (negative) DECC anomalies over the NCPR via increasing (decreasing) the505

relative humidity and decreasing (increasing) the surface wind speed and BLH in the506

persistent (reverse) years (Fig. 9b). Above evidences strongly indicate that different507

evolutions of atmospheric anomalies over North Atlantic and mid-high latitude508

Eurasia play a crucial role in the distinct evolutions of the haze pollution over NCPR.509

510

4. Mechanism for the different evolutions of atmospheric anomalies over North511

Atlantic and Eurasia512

What is the possible mechanism for the different evolutions of atmospheric513

anomalies over North Atlantic and Eurasia? Considering that the internal atmospheric514

process could not explain the connection of the atmospheric anomalies between two515

seasons, the evolution of atmospheric anomalies over North Atlantic may be related to516

the underlying SSTA. Previous studies have demonstrated that North Atlantic is the517

region with strong air-sea interaction (Czaja et al. 2002; Czaja and Frankignoul 2002;518

Huang and Shukla 2005; Pan 2005; Peng et al. 2003; Wu et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2016,519

2018). On one hand, atmospheric anomalies over North Atlantic could lead to SSTA520

via modulating surface heat fluxes (Czaja et al. 2002; Huang and Shukla 2005; Wu et521
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al. 2009; Chen et al. 2015). The connection between the atmospheric anomalies and522

SSTA over North Atlantic is the closest when atmospheric anomalies lead SSTA by523

about one month (Czaja and Frankignoul 2002; Huang and Shukla 2005). On the524

other hand, SSTA in the North Atlantic have a strong feedback on the overlying525

atmospheric circulation via the heating-induced atmospheric Rossby wave response526

and the interaction between low frequency mean flow and synoptic-scale eddy (Peng527

et al. 2003; Pan 2005; Czaja and Frankignoul 2002; Chen et al. 2020). In particular, a528

number of studies have suggested that the development and evolution of atmospheric529

anomalies and SSTA over North Atlantic are attributed to the positive air-sea530

interaction process there (Czaja and Frankignoul 1999; Rodwell and Folland 2002;531

Visbeck et al. 2003; Czaja et al. 2003; Wu and Liu 2005; Hu and Huang 2006; Chen532

et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2020).533

Evolutions of SSTA in the North Atlantic are examined in Fig. 10. In the534

persistent years, significant cold SSTA are seen in the central North Atlantic around535

30oN and off the east coast of Canada, together with notable warm SSTA in536

subtropical eastern North Atlantic with a northeastward extension to the west coast of537

Europe (Fig. 10a). The warm SSTA in the subtropical northeastern Pacific and the538

cold SSTA in the central North Atlantic are maintained to the following spring with an539

increase in the amplitude. In addition, high latitude North Atlantic is covered by warm540

SSTA in spring. This forms a significant tripolar SSTA pattern in spring. Note that the541

tripolar SSTA pattern is also the first EOF mode of interannual variation of SSTA in542

the North Atlantic (not shown) (Chen et al. 2016, 2020). Studies have demonstrated543
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that warm (cold) SSTA in the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic related to the544

tripolar SST anomaly pattern could induce a negative NAO-like pattern via the545

Rossby wave type atmospheric response and wave-mean flow interaction process546

according to the observational analysis and numerical experiments (Peng et al. 2003;547

Pan 2005; Czaja and Frankignoul 2002; Chen et al. 2016, 2020).548

549

Figure 10. Composite anomalies of SST (°C) and 850-hPa winds (m s-1) in (a, b)550

D(0)JF(1), (c, d) JFM(1), (e, f) FMA(1), and (g, h) MAM(1) for (left column) the551

persistent years and (right column) the reverse years. Stippling regions in the figure552

indicate SST anomalies that are statistically significant at the 5% level.553

In the reverse years, significant cold SSTA are seen in the tropical and554

subtropical western North Atlantic in winter (Fig. 10b), which can maintain to555
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following spring with a decrease in the amplitude (Figs. 10h), which are in sharp556

contrast to those in the persistent years (Figs. 10a, c, e, and g). It is reasonable to557

speculate that the opposite SSTA in the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic may be558

responsible for the opposite atmospheric anomalies over North Atlantic, which will be559

confirmed later based on the linear barotropic model.560

561

Figure 11. Composite anomalies of surface net heat fluxes (W m-2) in (a, b) D(0)JF(1),562

(c, d) JFM(1), (e, f) FMA(1), and (g, h) MAM(1) for (left column) the persistent years563

and (right column) the reverse years. Stippling regions in the figure indicate564

anomalies that are statistically significant at the 5% level.565

Evolutions of SSTA in the North Atlantic from winter to the following spring are566

related to the air-sea interaction. Figure 11 shows composite anomalies of the surface567
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net heat fluxes for the persistent and reverse years. Values of the surface heat fluxes568

have been taken to be positive (negative) when their directions are downward569

(upward), which contribute to warm (cold) SSTA. We have also examined composite570

anomalies of SST tendency (not shown). It shows that spatial patterns of anomalies of571

SST tendency in most parts of North Atlantic are similar to those of the surface net572

heat fluxes anomalies. This suggests that changes in the surface net heat fluxes can573

largely explain evolutions of SSTA in the North Atlantic from winter to the following574

spring. For example, in the persistent years, significant positive net heat flux575

anomalies are seen over the subtropical northeastern Atlantic from winter to spring576

(Figs. 11a, 11c, 11e, and 11g), which could explain the formation and enhancement of577

the positive SSTA there (Figs. 11a, 11c, 11e, and 11g). In addition, the negative578

surface net heat flux anomalies to the east of the Canada explain generation and579

maintenance of the negative SSTA there. Moreover, the positive surface net heat flux580

anomalies over high latitudes contribute to warm SSTA. In the reverse years, positive581

net heat flux anomalies appear off the west coast of west Europe (Figs. 11b, d, f, h),582

which explain maintenance of the warm SSTA (Figs. 10b, d, f, h). In addition, positive583

net surface heat flux anomalies over subtropical western North Atlantic in FMA and584

MAM (Figs. 11f and 11h) explain the decrease in the amplitude of the negative SSTA585

there (Figs. 10f and 10h).586
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587

Figure 12. Composite anomalies of surface latent heat fluxes (W m-2) in (a, b)588

D(0)JF(1), (c, d) JFM(1), (e, f) FMA(1), and (g, h) MAM(1) for (left column) the589

persistent years and (right column) the reverse years. Stippling regions in the figure590

indicate anomalies that are statistically significant at the 5% level.591

Surface net heat flux anomalies are related to the overlying atmospheric592

circulation changes. Surface heat flux consists of four components, including the593

surface longwave and shortwave radiations, and surface latent and sensible heat fluxes.594

We find that surface net heat flux anomalies (Fig. 12) are dominated by changes in the595

surface latent heat flux (Fig. 12). Amplitudes of the surface sensible heat fluxes, and596

surface longwave and shortwave radiations are much weaker compared to that of the597

surface latent heat flux, and thus are not presented. In the persistent years, the598
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anomalous southwesterly winds over subtropical northeastern Atlantic in winter and599

spring oppose the climatological northeasterly winds (Figs. 10a and 10g). This results600

in decrease in the total wind speed and decrease in the upward latent heat flux (Figs.601

12a and 12g) and thus contribute to warm SSTA (Figs. 10a and 10g). Note that the602

warm SSTA in the subtropical northeastern Atlantic could induce an anomalous603

cyclone to its northwestward direction via Rossby wave type atmospheric response604

(Czaja and Frankignoul 1999, 2002; Huang and Shukla 2005; Hu and Huang 2006;605

Chen et al. 2016, 2020) and help maintain the anomalous cyclone over mid-latitude606

North Atlantic from winter to spring (Figs. 10a and 10g). Similarly, the anomalous607

easterly winds along 60°N over North Atlantic oppose the climatological westerly608

winds (Figs. 10a and 10g), which lead to warm SSTA there via reduction of wind609

speed and upward latent heat fluxes (Figs. 12a and 12g). By contrast, the anomalous610

northerly winds to the western flank of the cyclonic anomaly bring colder and drier air611

from higher latitude (Figs. 10a and 10g), which increase the upward latent heat flux612

and contribute to cold SSTA (Figs. 12a and 12g). In the reverse years, southerly wind613

anomalies off the west coast of west Europe carry warmer and wetter air northward614

from lower latitudes and lead to warm SSTA (Figs. 10b and 10h) via reduction of615

upward latent heat flux (Figs. 12b and 12h). In winter, northerly wind anomalies over616

the subtropical western North Atlantic increase the trade wind (Fig. 10b), which result617

in enhancement of surface latent heat flux (Fig. 12b) and partly contribute to cold618

SSTA (Fig. 10b). The above analyses suggest that evolution of SSTA in the North619

Atlantic from winter to subsequent spring is closely related to the air-sea interaction620
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over the North Atlantic.621

The notable differences in the SSTA in the tropical and subtropical North622

Atlantic may explain the different atmospheric anomalies over North Atlantic and623

Eurasia between the persistent and reverse years, with negative (positive) spring624

NAO-like pattern and anticyclonic (cyclonic) anomaly over northeast Asia in the625

persistent (reverse) years. Studies have demonstrated that springtime SSTA in the626

tropical and subtropical North Atlantic have a strong impact on the atmospheric627

circulation and associated climate anomalies over North Atlantic and Eurasia (Wu et628

al. 2009; Wu et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2016, 2020). In particular, SSTA in the tropical629

and subtropical regions could induce strong vertical motion and atmospheric heating630

anomalies reaching to the upper-level troposphere (Ting 1996; Wu et al. 2009;631

Hodson et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2020). Then, the632

divergent/convergent anomalies at the upper-level troposphere induced by the SSTA633

could be considered as effective sources for the generation of the atmospheric Rossby634

wave (Watanabe 2004; Chen and Huang 2012; Zuo et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2020).635

Considering that the atmospheric wave trains extending from the North Atlantic to the636

Eurasia in Figs. 6c and 6d resemble an atmospheric stationary Rossby wave with an637

equivalent barotropic vertical structure, the mechanism for their formation could be638

examined based on the barotropic vorticity equation (Wu et al. 2011; Zuo et al. 2013;639

Chen et al. 2016, 2020; O’Reilly et al. 2018). Hence, in the following, we perform640

model simulations with barotropic model (Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988; Watanabe641

2004; O’Reilly et al. 2018) to confirm the possible roles of the spring SSTA in the642
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North Atlantic in the formation of atmospheric anomalies over the North Atlantic and643

Eurasia. Studies indicate that the barotropic model has a good performance in644

capturing the key dynamics of the atmospheric response to the atmospheric heating645

associated with the SSTA in the tropical and subtropical regions (Wu et al. 2011; Sun646

et al. 2015; Zuo et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2016, 2020). Three experiments are performed:647

the first experiment forced by the spring climatological mean vorticity (denoted as648

EXP_Ctrl); the second experiment forced by the spring climatological mean vorticity649

plus the given divergent anomalies over the subtropical northeastern Atlantic with a650

center at 20oN, 20oW and maximum intensity of 16107   s according to the spatial651

pattern of spring SSTA in Fig. 10g (denoted as EXP_persist); the third experiment652

forced by the spring climatological mean vorticity plus the given convergent653

anomalies over the subtropical northwestern Atlantic with a center at 15oN, 60oW and654

maximum intensity of 16107   s according to the spatial pattern of spring cold655

SSTA in tropical North Atlantic in Fig. 10h (denoted as EXP_reverse). Above three656

experiments are integrated for 40 days.657

Figure 13a displays difference of atmospheric responses averaged during model658

days 31-40 between EXP_persist and EXP_Ctrl with green contours representing the659

prescribed divergent anomalies. In addition, difference of the responses between660

EXP_reverse and EXP_Ctrl is exhibited in Fig. 13b. It is noted that the barotropic661

model experiments can reach equilibrium state quickly with only several days662

(Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988; Zuo et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2016). Hence, the663

atmospheric responses averaged during model days 31-40 are highly similar to those664
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averaged during other model days (not shown) (e.g. 25-35 days and 20-40 days). In665

generally, the barotropic model experiments can well reproduce the distinct666

atmospheric anomalies between the persistent and reverse years.667

668

Figure 13. (a) Barotropic model height perturbation (unit: m) averaged from days 31669

to 40 as a response to the given divergence anomaly (green contours with an interval670

of 10-6 s-1) over the subtropical eastern North Atlantic with the center at 20°N, 20°W.671

(b) Barotropic model height perturbation (unit: m) averaged from days 31 to 40 as a672

response to the given convergence anomaly (green contours with an interval of 10-6 s-1)673

over the subtropical western North Atlantic with the center at 15°N, 60°W. Vectors in674

(a)-(b) indicate the corresponding wave activity fluxes.675

In response to the prescribed divergent anomalies over the subtropical676

northeastern Atlantic related to the warm SSTA there, there appears a positive677
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NAO-like pattern with negative geopotential anomalies over mid-latitudes (along678

30°N) and positive anomalies over high-latitudes (along 60°N) North Atlantic679

(Fig.13a), largely similar to the spatial pattern of spring atmospheric anomalies in the680

persistent years in Fig. 8c. By contrast, in response to the prescribed convergent681

anomalies over the subtropical northwestern Atlantic associated with the cold SSTA,682

there exists a negative NAO-like pattern, with negative geopotential anomalies over683

high-latitudes (along 60°N) and negative anomalies over mid-latitudes (along 30°N)684

North Atlantic (Fig.13b), in concert with the spatial distribution of the atmospheric685

anomalies in the reverse years in Fig. 8d. In addition, it is surprising to see that the686

barotropic model experiment well simulate the anticyclonic (cyclone) anomaly over687

northeast Asia and related southerly (northerly) wind anomalies over the NCPR in688

response to the prescribed forcing in the subtropical northeastern (northwestern)689

Atlantic as indicated in Fig. 13a (13b). This is consistent with the observed spring690

atmospheric anomalies over East Asia for the persistent (reverse) years, although the691

centers of the wave train over Eurasia in the barotropic experiments are not totally692

identical to those in the observations. In general, the above barotropic experiments693

further confirm the notion that the striking differences in the atmospheric anomalies694

over North Atlantic and Eurasia (including northeast Asia) between the persistent and695

reverse years can be attributable to the distinct SST anomalies in the North Atlantic.696

697

5. Summary and discussions698

This study examines different evolutions of haze pollution over NCPR from699
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winter to the succedent spring according to the analyses based on observational data700

and reanalyses. It is found that interannual variation of haze pollution (as indicated by701

the DECC) over NCPR in winter has a marginal positive relation with that in the702

following spring, with a correlation coefficient of about 0.3 over 1980–2011 between703

the haze pollution index in winter and spring, significant at the 90% confidence level.704

This indicates that in most years when haze pollution over the NCPR is more (less)705

serious in winter, air condition in the following spring is also worse (better) than706

normal. Additionally, it is found that there appear some years when DECC anomalies707

in the following spring are significantly opposite to those in winter. We then focus on708

comparing atmospheric anomalies for the two types of years (i.e. persistent years and709

reverse years) to understand why there occur two completely different evolutions of710

haze pollution over the NCPR from winter to following spring, as schematically711

summarized in Fig. 14.712

713
Figure 14. Schematic diagram showing evolutions of DECC, SST, and atmospheric714

circulation anomalies from winter to spring for (left column) the persistent cases and715
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(right column) the reverse cases. Red solid contours (blue dashed contours) indicate716

anticyclonic circulation anomalies (cyclonic circulation anomalies). Red (blue)717

shadings in the North Atlantic indicate positive (negative) SST anomalies.718

In the persistent years, above-normal DECC (indicating more serious haze719

pollution) over the NCPR could be maintained to the succedent spring (Figs. 14a and720

14b). This is attributable to the persistence of the anticyclonic anomaly over northeast721

Asia and associated southerly wind anomalies to its west side over the NCPR (Figs.722

14a and 14b). The southerly wind anomalies over the NCPR oppose the723

climatological mean northerly winds, reduce the surface wind speed and BLH, and724

decrease the dispersion of the pollutants, which finally lead to more serious haze725

pollution in winter and spring. In addition, the southerly wind anomalies carry wetter726

and warmer air from lower latitude, and lead to increase in the relative humidity,727

which are also conducive to haze pollution. As have been demonstrated by previous728

studies, the increase in the relative humidity is conducive to the generation of729

secondary organic compounds and secondary aerosol species, which also has an730

important contribution to the occurrence of haze pollution event over NCPR (Yu et al.731

2005; Hennigan et al. 2008). Formation of the anticyclonic anomaly over the732

northeast Asia in winter is closely related to the EAWR teleconnection pattern, while733

in spring it is related to the positive phase of spring NAO and warm SSTA in the734

subtropical northeastern Atlantic (Fig. 14a).735

In the reverse years, an anticyclonic anomaly also appears over northeast Asia736

and associated southerly wind anomalies occur over NCPR in winter, which737

contribute to above-normal DECC (Fig. 14c). In addition, formation of the anomalous738
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anticyclone over the northeast Asia is also related to the EAWR pattern (Fig. 14c).739

However, in the following spring, northeast Asia is covered by cyclonic anomaly740

which is related to the positive phase of the NAO and cold SSTA in the subtropical741

North Atlantic (Fig. 14d), which is in sharp contrast to those in the persistent years.742

The northerly wind anomalies over the NCPR to the west flank of the anomalous743

cyclone result in decrease in the DECC over the NCPR via reduction of relative744

humidity and increasing the surface wind speed (Fig. 14d).745

The distinct evolutions of atmospheric anomalies over North Atlantic and746

Eurasia (including northeast Asia) are found to be closely related to the different747

evolutions of SSTA in the North Atlantic. In the persistent (reverse) years, positive748

(negative) SSTA in the subtropical northeastern (northwestern) Atlantic are749

maintained to the following spring due to the positive air-sea interaction process.750

Then, positive (negative) spring SSTA in the subtropical North Atlantic contribute to751

the formation of negative (positive) NAO-like pattern over North Atlantic and the752

generation of anticyclonic (cyclonic) anomaly over northeast Asia, and the occurrence753

of associated southerly (northerly) wind anomalies over the NCPR via atmospheric754

Rossby wave train. Results of barotropic model simulations with three experiments755

further confirm the observed findings.756

In this study, we find that negative SSTA in the subtropical northwestern Atlantic757

play an important role for the formation of the positive NAO-like atmospheric758

anomaly in the reverse years. It seems that wintertime surface heat flux changes759

induced by the EAWR-related atmospheric anomalies cannot fully explain the760
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formation of strong cold SSTA in the subtropical northwestern Atlantic. This suggests761

that other factors may also be important for the formation of the negative SST762

anomalies, which remain to be explored. Studies indicated that ENSO-related SSTA in763

the tropical Pacific also has a strong impact on atmospheric anomalies over East Asia764

and haze pollution over eastern China (Wang et al. 2000; Li et al. 2017; Zhang et al.765

2017; He et al. 2019). We have examined evolutions of SSTA in the tropical Pacific766

from winter to subsequent spring in the persistent and reverse years. Results show that767

SSTA in the tropical Pacific related to ENSO are weak both in the persistent and768

reverse years (not shown). This suggests that ENSO-related SSTA may not have a769

contribution to the interannual variation of haze pollution over the NCPR, which is770

consistent with a recent study by He et al. (2019). It is reported that ENSO-related771

SSTA in the tropical Pacific has a significant impact on the haze pollution over772

southern China. By contrast, impact of ENSO on the haze pollution over North China773

is weak (He et al. 2019). Furthermore, previous studies indicated that Arctic sea ice774

anomalies over Eurasia may also be important for the formation of the atmospheric775

anomalies over East Asia in association with the haze pollution over north China776

(Wang et al. 2015; Yin and Wang 2017). We have examined Arctic sea ice anomalies777

in winter and spring for the persistent and reverse years. We find that sea ice778

anomalies over most portions of Arctic are weak and statistically insignificant (results779

not shown). This suggests that Arctic sea ice changes are not likely to have an780

important role in the distinct evolutions of haze pollution from winter to subsequent781

spring over the NCPR for the persistent and reverse years.782
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